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Recipes
The simplest All Bran Fruit Loaf
Ingredients:
8oz All Bran
8-12oz dried fruit

½ pint milk(any)
2-4oz Caster sugar
4oz self-raising flour

Method:
Heat over to 180’C Gas mark 6

Put All Bran, fruit, sugar and milk into a big bowl
Stir together and leave to stand for 40 minutes.
Sift flour and mix into other ingredients, you might need to add more milk depending on consistency.
Put in a well-greased loaf tin and bake for 1hour on 180c.
Turn out onto a rack to cool
Serve with a lovely cup of tea

Fruit loaf
Cup of sultanas
cup milk
Cup sugar
4oz marg
Put in pan and bring to the boil
Stir in 2 cups self raising flour
Place in loaf tin
Cook on gas 4
For an hour

Young Carers
I go to young carers
Because I look after my mum
It’s my safe place to go
To relax and have fun
I can tell them my secrets
And how I feel that day
They sit me down and listen
And chase my fears away
The children feel like I feel
They understand me so well
If I was worried about anything
They’d be the first ones I’d tell
So thank you so much
For always being there
You look after us like family
You do truly care
Thanks
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corner
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I am an America actor, born in 1980
I have been a model for an Armani Fragrance advert
I played a young train conductor in the movie Unstoppable
I played Steve Trevor in 2017’s Wonder Woman
I played James T. Kirk in 2013’s Star Trek into Darkness

I am an English actor, born in 1981
I have a double first in Classics from the University of Cambridge
I appeared in two seasons of the UK version of Wallander
I played Captain James Nicholls in the movie War Horse
I played Loki in the Marvel Cinematic Universe

All your own work

Ive been keeping myself busy knitting hearts for Arrowe
Park and to display in my window. Pauline Graham

The Pocket

Monsters

Useful links

We want to investigate whether accessing real-life ‘recovery stories’ can
benefit people who are caring for people experiencing mental health
problems. Our stories cover a broad range of mental health experiences
and portray different formats and examples of what ‘recovery’ looks like
in real life, and we hope that the diversity of experiences included will
help by providing hope that recovery is possible, and by showing some
of the many ways in which it can happen. For example, some stories are
about: reclaiming unusual experiences as positive or healing; recovery
after traumatic life events or social injustice; or recovery within traditional
health services.

We think this trial will be of relevance to Wirral Carers, as NEON seeks
to demonstrate that people are not alone, whatever our experiences, and
that there is hope for thriving as well as surviving along the recovery
journey.
Please let us know if you are interested and we can provide further information / answer any questions. You can also view our intervention website here: recoverystories.uk.
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